Inside NOAA’s Plan to Digitize Acquisitions and Grants Records by 2022

NOAA is pushing ahead in digitization efforts to meet OMB M-19-21 electronic records requirements.
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has made progress in moving its acquisition and grants records to an electronic environment to meet the Office of Management and Budget’s M-19-21 memorandum.
Issued in June 2019, OMB's memo calls on all “federal agencies to transition recordkeeping to a fully electronic environment that complies with all records management laws and regulations.” Agencies should ensure that all of their records are created, retained and managed in electronic formats with “appropriate metadata,” and that those records are consistent with records management laws and regulation, the memo continued.

All agencies are to transition to electronic records storage and management by Dec. 31, 2022. With that deadline in mind, document-heavy agencies like NOAA have progressed in various areas to digitize their records, emphasizing close communication with the workforce to create a user-friendly electronic record interface and working with contractors to push their initiatives forward, said Senior Advisor Edward Horton.

The agency started the initiative by transferring the NOAA Acquisition and Grants Office's records to an electronic format, said Horton at Wednesday’s FCW Electronic Record event. With a large quantity of paper files stored on site across five sites in Maryland, Virginia, Kansas, Colorado and Washington, digitizing this department would see significant cost savings and would free up office space to clear out physical paper records.

Since last August, Horton emphasized that he worked closely with office directors to bring awareness to changes that would come with the transfer to electronic recordkeeping and what directors’ roles were in managing those records in the future. He said that this step was important to make the transition seamless and user-friendly.

“I also started these education sessions focusing on the basics because my assumption was, and it seemed to be correct, that our directors really weren’t aware of requirements that are placed upon them and things that are going to come down the road,” Horton said. “This is a really large change management initiative, so you need continual communication with the workforce, also with the leaders and managers."
When Horton started looking at the various contracts the Acquisition and Grants Office had in its system, he formed four categories for those contracts — whether to close, store, destroy or digitize the contracts based on their awaited closures — and presented them to the directors to ensure their records were all properly categorized.

Horton said that his work over the next 18 months to two years will be to categorize the office’s contracts and manage funds accordingly. Moving forward, Horton's team is working on a deeper level to provide guidance for the workforce across the Acquisition and Grants Office to keep them up to date on approaching changes and responsibilities.

“We also are in the process of developing a guidance memo for the entire organization, explaining the purpose, the process, along with key dates and milestones, and we will highlight responsibilities to the extent that we can,” Horton said. “We also created a very small team of four personnel that are going to start working out determining the volume and the amount of files by category ... in each of the five locations.”

Horton’s team will go to each of the five sites, triage the files to develop an accurate baseline, and develop a plan to directly record and destroy a percentage of contracts that are eligible for destruction. Horton will report the progress of this process quarterly.

As Horton’s team identifies which contracts to destroy and starts to build up the Acquisition and Grants Office's electronic record, the office will turn to a “third-party” organization or member of industry to acquire digitization hardware and to help train the workforce in the respective paper to electronic records management.

In the meantime, Horton is working with paper contract managers at the office sites to see how to manage paper contracts on site, such as by digitizing contracts they want to keep on NOAA’s Microsoft SharePoint application, and how managers want to handle contracts that expire between 2025 and 2027.
To further meet OMB requirements, Horton is working with the National Archives and Records Administration to develop a digitization strategy. Horton said he also wants to create internal procedures on how NOAA will send permanent records to NARA, as well as when those deadlines will be and who will be responsible for sending the records.
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